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Abstract 

The factorization method is a technique for 
recovering 3-D shape of an undeformable object 
without using camera parameters. The technique is 
extended to an efficient method in this paper for 
recovering 3-D motion of a deformable object, i.e., a 
human. The proposed system is composed of three 
fixed video cameras which take video images of a 
human motion. Three obtained image sequences are 
analyzed to yield measurement matrices at individual 
sampling times, and they are merged into a single 
measurement matrix to which the factorization is 
applied and the 3-D human motion is recovered at a 
time. Experimental results were satisfactory. 

I. Introduction 

Three-dimensional human motion recovery is an 
important as well as attractive subject of study. 
Applications may as well be expected to biologicaI 
motion analysis, to behavioral or athletic science, or 
even to rehabilitation. 

Various computer vision techniques[l] give basic 
ideas of recovering algorithms, all of which suffer 
from strict camera calibration. A novel technique 
employing factorization[2] recovers 3-D shape of an 
undeformable object in the uncalibration state. It can 
therefore offer an easy instrumentation in realizing a 3- 
D undeformable shape recovery system. As for 
deformable objects, however, they are still out of the 
scope in the application of the technique[2,3]. 

In this paper, the factorization is employed for 
recovering human motions. In principle, repeated use 
of the factorization in the time sequence results in 3-D 

shape recovery of deformable objects[4]. It does not, 
however, provide numerically stable results. Since 
recovering procedure is repeated independently, it 
causes independent recovery errors and the recovered 
motion often looses smoothness in the time lapse. In 
this paper, two algorithms for motion recovery 
employing factorization are presented and their 
performances are compared experimentally. One of the 
two algorithms, originally appeared in [ 5 ] ,  is shown to 
give an efficient way for motion recovery compared 
with the other. 

2. Two Algorithms of Motion Recovery 
Based on Factorization 

In the proposed motion recovery system, we set 
F digital video cameras at arbitrary location around a 
subject. Suppose a subject's motion is taken and digital 
video camera f (f = 1,2,. . . , F )  produces an image 
stream If (t) (t = 1,2,. . . ,T) . Let a feature point on 
image If (1) be denoted by (XJSV (1) , ~ J S V  (t) ) 
( p  = 1.2,. . . , P) . Note that, for simplicity, the number 
of feature points P is fixed with respect to the 
parameters f and r in this particular study. 

What should be prepared for the shape recovery is 
the measurement matrix of the size 2 F x  P given at 
sampled time t from F image frames, i.e., 

where, 
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Note that the center of PT feature points are taken 

into account in the definition of x"fi (r) and yfp (r) . 
If we take the world origin at the centroid of sp  (r)  

(p=1,2 ,..., P ; r = 1 , 2  ,..., T ) ,  C I C ~ S ~ ( ~ ) = O  and 

we have 

Z/i,(t) = (if . sp( t ) ) ,  - 
Yfp (f) = (.if 7 s p  (1)) 

where ( i f ,  jf ,kf  ) is the coordinate system of 

camera f and kf = if x jf . Hence we have 

Here T denotes transpose. 

Equation(3) indicates that factorization can be 
applied to @ ( r )  given by Eq.(l) with respect to 
r = 1,2 ,..., T . This algorithm is referred to as 
Algorithm R hereafter. It is advantageous that all the 
recovered feature points s p ( r )  ( p  = 1,2,. . . , P ; 

r = 1,2,. . . , T) have the common origin at 

X I  x,, sp( t )  = 0 .  It is, however, likely that the 
obtained respective matrices M at r(r = 1,2,. .. , T) in 
Eq.(3) may not exactly coincide with each other due to 

numerical errors. 
Instead of employing Eq.(3), we define the 

measurement matrix in the form of 

where x",fi,(r) and y/r,(r) are defined by Eq.(2). 

Then, substituting Eq.(3) into Eq.(4), we have 

This equation tells us that factorization can be applied 
to @ given by Eq.(4) only once, which provides us 
with matrices M and S in Eq.(5) and we obtain 
PT recovered feature points s p (t)  (p  = 1,2,. . . , P ; 

r = 1,2,. . . , T) at a time. This algorithm is referred to as 

Algorirhril S. 
Motion recovery by Algorithm S is likely to be 

numerically stable compared with the recovery by 

Algoritlirit R because of a single application of 

factorization. Computation time, on the other hand, 
seems larger in the former than in the latter, since most 
of the computation in factorization is devoted to 
singular value decomposition(SVD) and SVD takes 
much time for a matrix of a large size like @ in 

Eq.(4). 

3. Experimental Results 

In the experiment, two kinds of human motion are 

used to evaluate the algorithms discussed in 2. A 
subject who is standing up and sitting down on the 
chair in an indoor environment, and a subject who is 
walking in an outdoor environment are recovered their 
motions by AIgoritkm R and Afgorithri~ S.  In the 
performed experiment, three digital video cameras 
(i.e., F =3) are placed at suitable positions where all 
the feature points are visible during the motion. The 
motion images are taken by the video cameras and they 

are fed into a personal computer via ;I video capture 
board. Each sequence of images are then forwarded to 

a workstation and the three images at each sampled 
time are analyzed on the display to find corresponding 

feature points ((xfp (r) , yfp (r)) in Eq.(2). Fifteen 
feature points (i.e., P = 15) are attached on a subject's 
body. Their correspondence is found one by one 
manually using a mouse. The standing up and sitting 
down on the chair motion is taken video during 6.5 
seconds. On the other hand, the walking motion is 
taken video during 4.0 seconds and the respective 
video image is sampled every 0.1 second 
(i.e., T = 65 and T = 40, respectively). All the video 
cameras are synchronized by turning on a flashlight in 
the beginning of a subject's motion. 

Figure 1 and Fig. 4 show three views of the subject 

in  motion at a certain time. Each of the image size is 
640X480pixels. Both of the motions were 
successfully recovered by Algorithrtz S as well as 

algorithm R. The computation times by Sparc Station 
20 from feeding @(t) into the program till  reporting 
S in Eq.(5) are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 
respectively. 

All the recovered feature points by Algorithm S and 
part of the recovered motion in the time sequence are 



Tablel: The computation time by Algorithm R 

Table2: The computation time by Algorithm S 

6.149754 sec 2.349906 sec 

illustrated in Fig.2(a) and (b) for standing and sitting 
down motion, whereas the result of walking motion is 
shown in Fig.S(a),(b). 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

We have proposed two algorithms employing 
factorization for motion recovery and performed 
recovery of the human motion mentioned in the former 
section by the two algorithms. Precision of the 
recovery was examined in the following way. 

Let us denote the x y -coordinates of feature point 
s , ,  at time t on the image plane of camera f by 
IE f j  ( r )  = [ Z J I  ( r )  , y f p  (r)]T and the recovered feature 
point S ,  projected onto the same image plane by 
I& fp ( t )  = [ i ~ y  ( t )  , f f p  (t)]r.  To obtain the latter, 
S f  = R f S  = (if , jf , kf)T S  need be calculated 
with respect to the obtained S  in Eq.(5). Then the 
distances of ( r )  and nil,, ( r )  from the origin are 
given by 

-?Ip ( t )  = ,/- 
(6) 

respectively. Employing them, the relative recovery 
error, e p  ( r )  , is defined by 

The values of e p  ( r )  with respect to PT = 975 

feature points are depicted in Fig.3, in which (a) 
corresponds to the result obtained by the application of 
Algorithnl S, whereas (b) corresponds to Algorithrn R. 
As is clearly seen, Algorirhrtl S has less recovery errors 
than Algorithm R.  

However, Fig.6 ( PT = 600 feature points) shows 
that both of the algorithms have less recovery errors 
compared with Fig.3. We consider that even Algorithrrt 

R recovered the motion accurately in this case because 
of longer distances between three video cameras and 
the subject. However there occurred certain lack of 
stability in the recovered motion. In order to obtain 
smooth motion, transformation of some camera 

coordinate systems needed at several sampled times. 
On the contrary, such transformation is not necessary 
in the application of Algorithnl S .  

As a conclusion, Algorithnt S  based on 
Eqs.(2),(4),(5) has better performance compared with 
Algorithnl R based on Eqs.(1),(2),(3) in point of 
numerical stability and precision of recovery. Although 
Algoritlirn S  consumes computation time more than 
Algoritlirn R, the latter needs post-processing such as 
the coordinates transformation in order to recover the 
original motion. The reason why the former takes time 
is mostly due to the singular value decomposition of a 
large-size matrix @ in Eq.(4). 

Algorithrn S  based on a single use of factorization 
is effective in motion recovery. Numerical instability 
of Algoritltrl~ R needs further investigation. The project 
is proceeding to realization of a system with more 
video cameras to eliminate dead angles for feature 
points on the subject in the variety of motions. 
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(a )  (h) ( c )  (a) ( h )  ( c )  
Fig.1 Three views of a subject taken by three video cameras Fig.4 Three views of a subject taken by three video cameras 

at a certain time: at a certain time: 
(a) The left view,(b) the center view, and (c) the right view. (a)The left view,(b) the center view, and (c) the right view. 
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Fig. 2 Recovered motion employing Algorithm S: 
(a) All the recovered feature points at each camera, and 

(b) part of the motion sequence. 

Fig. 5 Recovered motion employing Algorithm S: 
(a) All the recovered feature points at each camera, and 

(b) part of the motion sequence. 
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Fig3 Errors of all the recovered feature points : 
(a) Algorithm S, and (b) Algorithm R. 
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Fig.6 Errors of all the recovered feature points : 

(a) Algorithm S, and (b) Algorithm R. 




